Video-on-Demand systems have received a good deal of auention recently. Few studies, however, have addressed the problem of locating a video of interest in a large video database. This paper describes the design and implementation of a metadata database and query interface that attempts to solve this information retrieval problem.
Introduction
Many research and commercial groups are developing Video-on-Demand (VOD) systems that will allow users to play digital movies and videos. These systems are designed to deliver movies to a set-top device connected to a television in a home or to a multimedia desktop computer. Developers of these systems have focussed on the network and file system performance problems of servicing many concurrent users [7] [9] [201 [23] [29]. They have not addressed the problem of finding a video in a large collection because these VOD applications require access to relatively few distinct titles. For example, the SGJfFimeWarner experiment in Orlando will provide access to 250 movies. These applications are essentially on-line video rental stores as opposed to a video library that has thousands of hours of video material and hyperlinks to other material. A significant problem in any large library such as a video library is locating a desired set of video sequences. This paper describes the design and implementation of a metadata database and query interface for searching a large video database. This research has four goals: 1) determine the types of queries users will perform, 2) investigate the indexes needed to answer those queries, 3) experiment with techniques needed to create these indexes from source material, and 4) compare user interfaces to access these indexes.
Our first problem was to characterize the types of queries that users want to ask. We collected sample queries by surveying a variety of users. At the same time we developed a data model to represent the indexes required to answer these queries. The following three types of metadata indexes were identified: more selected videos, ask for more information about the videos, or incrementally modify the set to reduce the number of selected videos. The interface includes general relational operators (e.g., "select demonstration videos created by universities"), hierarchical browsers (e.g., show a list of topics from a course and allow the user to narrow the search to a list of subtopics within a topic), and keyword searches (e.g., "Select videos about 'ATM networks"). These problems have been investigated by other researchers, although little work has been done on combining video indexing with video retrieval. The Virtual Video Browser [12] is a video retrieval system that stores limited bibliographic, actor, and scene information. O'Connor discusses the use of scene descriptions and keyframes as a surrogate for browsing video material in a library setting where access to the actual video is not always feasible [16] . The QBIC system allows users to query a small set of still images by color, texture, position, and shape of objects [15] . There are also a number of commercial CD-ROM movie databases [14] [19] [30]. These systems support computerized search ofthe information found in a typical movie guide published in book form [13] . In some cases, still images and short clips are included on the CD-ROM.
There has also been a great deal of work on using computers to automatically extract video content. The simplest and most common technique is video segmentation (i.e., detecting the boundaries between camera shots). Recent research in this area includes work on shot detection using compressed video [1IJ and work on automatic classification of shot transitions [311. Swanberg has used a knowledge base to do automatic segmenting and scene classification for a highly structured type of video [28] . Research has also been done on object tracking and classification ofobject motion in video [11] . While most ofthis work will be useful in building the indexes we require, considerable progress will be needed before sophisticated content indexes (e.g., actors entering and leaving a scene) can be automatically created.
The system on which our work is built is the Berkeley Distributed VOD System. The goal of this system is to provide access to a video database that contains hundreds of hours of instructional and other videos both locally and across the Internet. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the Berkeley Distributed VOD System. The system is composed of a database, one or more video file servers (VFS), and one or more archive servers that manage tertiary storage devices (e.g., optical disk or tape jukeboxes). The database contains metadata and indexes about the videos stored in the system and tracks the location of video material cached on one of the VFSs. It is also used to schedule the movement of data between tertiary storage and the servers. A description of the storage management aspects of the system is available elsewhere [6] . This system will be accessed using an ad hoc query interface, called the Video Database Browser (VDB), that allows a user to query the database to locate interesting video material and then, if necessary, schedule it to be retrieved from the tertiary store. Our ultimate goal is to build a distributed system that will support archives at different geographic locations and use local VFSs to cache videos for playback. Users will be oblivious to where a video is stored or its format To make this system a reality, we will also have to address problems oflimiting access, protecting video data from being copied, and collecting usage fees. We are also developing a Mosaic interface to the system. The remainder of this paper describes the design of the metadata database and query interface. Section 2 describes the queries that the system will accommodate. Section 3 describes the database schema and techniques that will be used to implement user queries. Section 4 describes the ad hoc query GUI. Section 5 discusses the implementation status and plans for further development.
Types of Queries
This section describes a survey of users we conducted to determine the types of queries that the system must support. These queries are categorized to determine the indexes needed in the database.
It is impossible to design a system to answer queries without determining the types of questions users will ask. We collected sample queries by surveying ten users from different backgrounds including: 1) faculty and students in Computer Science, 2) postgraduate biology researchers, 3) film librarians, and 4) the general population. Some of the questions these respondents asked are listed below. such as spoken lines and words in the titleand abstract. The third group is queries about sensory content, such as the appearance or location of objects. These queries can be answered with an object index. An object index contains information about the physical appearance and location within the movie of important objects such as actors, props, and scenery. The final category is queries about the data and metadata. For example, a user may be watching a movie and want to find out the name of an actor by selecting him or her in a scene and then asking to see a list of other movies in which they appeared.
Most questions people want to ask are about bibliographic information, likely because the only access that is commonly available for video data is bibliographic. There was some interest in using keyword queries for course lectures. For example, using a word index for lectures which are information-packed because it is similar to looking up words in a texthook index. A few people mentioned a desire to browse collections of videos and clips. They wanted an organized collection of items and a way to quickly scan them [8] . Visual content queries usually involved actors and their actions. Surprisingly, only people who were involved with multimedia work expressed an interest in asking detailed object or structural queries.
Database Schema
This section describes the database schema used to store video information and the methods we will use to answer user queries.
Database Overview
A comprehensive set of indexes is needed to satisfy the types of questions that users want to ask. We need four types of indexes: 1) bibliographic, 2) structural, 3) object, and 4) keyword. These four index types are described in further detail below.
The POSTGRES relational database management system is used to store the video indexes and to provide stable storage for coordination between components of the Distributed VOD System [27]. The indexes contain pointers to the location of the compressed video and audio data on tertiary and secondary storage devices. The video database is integrated into the Sequoia 2000 (S2K) thtabase that contains images, text documents, and global change data sets [26] . The subset of the database that covers video material currently contains 62 classes1, but this number will grow as different types of movies and movie formats are added and beuer query interface components are built. In addition to allowing entire documents to be retrieved, we will provide access to subparts of documents, called analytical indexing. For videos or films, this type of indexing means allowing access to tracks (e.g., video and audio), frames or sets of frames, and frame sequences. These indexes will allow users to search for and view portions of a movie (e.g., "the airport scene from Casablanca").
Bibliographic Indexes
As shown in the user survey most of the time video material is accessed through standard bibliographic information such as title and author as well as video-specific information such as genre1 and media format. Bibliographic information is also available as MARC records so the video catalog can be accessed using other bibliographic interfaces such as There are other types of bibliographic information associated with a document such as subject material, geographic location, and supplemental material. Subject infonnation is stored in a hierarchy of thesaurus entries as in the 52K data schema which allows information about narrower and broader tenns and cross-listings to be accessed. For example, a user looking for documents about 'computer animation' might be interested in documents listed as 'computer graphics' (a cross-listing) or 'animation' (a broader term). Given the restricted nature of the video material we are making available in our pilot study, broad subject headings will be insufficient. For example, all lectures for a course fall under the same subject headings so they do not provide any help to a user trying to locate a lecture on a particular topic. We are using Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) with extensions such as the computer topics covered in the course lectures.
For certain types of videos, such as course lectures, series information provides a more convenient method of broad subject access. A user might want to look at all course lectures, or all Computer Science lectures, or even all Berkeley CS 164 lectures. Because this information is hierarchical, only the path name from the root needs to be recorded for each video. For example, a CS 164 lecture might have the path "Movie:Educational:Lecture:Berkeley:CS: 164" which will accommodate all of the above queries.
Movies are usually associated with a physical location, for example, motion picture settings and news story locations. To support queries on videos by geographical location, a world map with icons that represent where the video was filmed will be shown to the user. This type of two-dimensional display might also be useful for browsing documents based on other types of attributes. The geographic browser panel is based on the map widget included in the Lassen Text Browser [10] .
Movies often have text information and other material such as poster images, press clippings, stills, and the shooting script that should be available to users. Course lectures can be supplemented viewgraphs and handouts. This type of auxiliary data will be linked to the DOCS class entry for the video.
Structural Indexes
There is a great deal of research interest in document structure both for text documents and movies. Most research on video structure involves automatically detecting the boundaries between camera shots. Breaking a video into its component parts allows portions of a video to be indexed and retrieved. In addition, students of movie and video making want to study how a particular scene was presented (e.g., duration, time between camera cuts, transitions, audio effects, etc.).
There are two main types of video structure: visual and outline. Most videos contain aspects of both, although one usually predominates. Visual structure is based on grouping events that take place close together in time or space. It is most evident in videos that tell a story such as motion pictures, home movies, and television shows. Visual structure is a bottom-up hierarchy, with the camera shot at the bottom and scenes, segments, and movies built on top. Outline structure is based on the topics that are shown or discussed in a video. It typically consists of a hierarchy of main topics and several levels of subtopics. Outline structure is common in course lectures, seminars and conferences. Other types of videos, such as news programs, product videos, research demonstrations, and documentaries, have both types of structure.
The obvious visual structure entities for a movie are the movie as a whole and the shot. A shot is an unbroken sequence of frames from one camera. Thus, a scene that alternated between views of two people contains multiple shots. We also determine the types of transitions that occur between shots such as fades or wipes. cast cast members that appear in the scene objects objects that appear in the scene location geographic location where the scene takes place
The VSV_SEGMENT class contains similar attributes.
A structural schema for audio will be useful, since sound effects or different moods of background music often indicate transitions. These audio boundaries do not always correspond to visual boundaries. Changes in background music, appearances of songs, and sound effects can be time stamped and made available for queries. We are still working on this part of the schema.
Keyword Indexes
Keyword indexes are very similar to the indexes used in the Lassen Text Browser [10] . The WordNet database and software, developed by Princeton University, is used to find the stems of input words and place words in groups with their synonyms. Lassen adds an information retrieval system, based on the SMART system, that allows documents and queries to be represented by weighted vectors of keywords [22] . The vector representation allows for faster processing of keyword queries than would be possible using standard relational database methods. The results of the keyword search are ranked according to how well they match the query terms.
Because we want to access portions of a video, it is necessary to record the location of each occurrence of a keyword which requires a set of time stamps or time ranges for each keyword. These time stamps will allow temporal queries such as "Find all references to distributed computing and debugging within 2 minutes of each other."
Because keywords can appear in different pieces of data associated with movies such as the shooting script, the title, the abstract, and movie reviews, the link between keywords and documents is complicated. The KW_WORDS class holds information about the keywords and includes the following attributes:
word the stem of the keyword numdocs the number of documents that contain the keyword freq total number of occurrences of the keyword in all documents
The KW_ITEMS class stores information about the places that a particular keyword can appear. For example, the same word can appear in a title, abstract, and script of a video. There will be one entry in KW_ITEMS for each place containing the following attributes: For this particular document, the keyword "transistor" appears in the abstract, so the KW_ITEMS class has an entry that describes and points to the abstract. The KW_ITEM_LINK class has an entry that links the keyword to that item and indicates that the keyword appears 8 times in the item. Notice that we do not create an index to each occurrence in abstract, just one entry to indicate that it exists. The viewer that displays the text to the user can either search for the occurrences or, if the document is large or complex such as a script, a separate index can be created. The specific video can be retrieved using the pointer contained in the KW_ITEMS class.
Object Indexes
Another type of content information available from the visual portion of a movie are the objects that appear on camera. Important objects that will be indexed include actors and actresses, objects important to the plot (e.g., the murder weapon), and visually interesting items (e.g., loud ties). For each object, we record the following information: 1) what type of object it is , 2) what it is doing (or what is being done to it), 3) visual characteristics such as color, texture, and shape, 4) a few key frames that are representative of the object's appearance, 5) when the object is on camera, and 6) when the object is off camera but still present.
Objects arethus similar to keywords in thatthey have attributes and are associated with times or time ranges in a movie. The information retrieval techniques described for keywords will be applied to object queries.
There are several database classes that store object information. The PEOPLE class contains the following attributes: Figure 3 shows an entity-relationship diagram for the database.
Postgres examples taken from sample questions
This section demonstrates how user queries can be answered by showing how a query is represented as a POSTGRES query using the POSTQUEL query language and the metadata database. It is interesting to note that it is easier to phrase these queries in English than in a database query language. Unfortunately, it is not as easy to use a natural language interface as a query interface [2] . Note that a cast list is included in the VIDEO_BIB class to simplify the common query of checking the cast that appears in a movie. If an actor query is more complicated, such as retrieving the name of the portrayed character, the PEOPLE class must be accessed. 
Video Database Browser
The Video Database Browser (VDB) interface allows a user to select a desired set of videos and/or frame sequences. This selection process will occur via the application of incremental reductions to a set of videos until the desired, or at least manageable, set of videos is obtained. The interface includes general relational operators, navigational operators to express structural queries, and keyword search operators.
Once a movie has been selected using the query interface, the Continuous Media Player (CMPlayer) [21] is used to play the video. The CMPlayer provides synchronized playback and random access to audio and MPEG and motion-JPEG video over local and wide area networks. VDB also allows a user to play movies on a local VFSs directly.
To handle the differing needs of the users of a video database, a flexible interface that provides multiple access points to any given piece of data is required. Result data can be displayed in different formats (e.g., a table that lists movie titles, a canvas that displays keyfraines labeled with the movie title, etc.) or it can be passed to another tool (e.g., a video email composer, a video editor, etc.). For example, Figure 4 shows a whiteboard viewer that displays one keyframe per video. From this display a user can play a video or zoom into a a storyboard viewer that shows one keyframe per scene. Another possible viewer that could be implemented is MIT frozen movies that represent frames over time as 3 dimensional solids and allow viewing along any slice [5] . Figure 5 shows the results of a query performed using the browser for hierarchical series data The query is specified by pressing buttons in the directed graph that represents the hierarchy. The result set can be reduced by further restricting the path or calling up a panel to restrict the list to videos with a particular word in the title. Or, the set could be reduced by using a keyword search on the script of the selected videos.
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Current Implementation
The database currently contains approximately 1.5 hours of digitized video material in 20 short clips. We are digitizing approximately 1 hour of video per week. We hope to be digitizing 5-10 hours/week by Summer 1994. We are also continuing to refine the database schema and load metadata into the database. We have loaded the rec.arts.movie database which contains bibliographic data for over 25,000 movies, and we are currently loading the shooting script for a feature film.
The VDB is written in TcI[Fk [17] [18] with extensions such as a Tcl interface to POSTGRES and the icon display widget. The browser currently has 5500 lines ofTcl/Tk code. VDB currently supports bibliographic, series, and keyword queries. We need to complete the panels to specify relational queries (e.g., restrictions and projections) and to add other index-specific query interfaces. Lastly, we are designing a human factors experiment to test the GUI interface.
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